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**Abstract**

*Cordyceps militaris* is an entomopathogenic fungus which is often used in Asia as a traditional medicine developed from age-old wisdom. Presently, cordycepin from *C. militaris* is a great interest in medicinal applications. However, cellular growth of *C. militaris* and the association with cordycepin production remain poorly understood. To explore the metabolism of *C. militaris* as potential cell factories in medical and biotechnology applications, this study developed a high-quality genome-scale metabolic model of *C. militaris*, iNR1329, based on its genomic content and physiological data. The model included a total of 1329 genes, 1821 biochemical reactions, and 1171 metabolites among 4 different cellular compartments. Its in silico growth simulation results agreed well with experimental data on different carbon sources. iNR1329 was further used for optimizing the growth and cordycepin overproduction using a novel approach, POPCORN, for rational design of synthetic media. In addition to the high-quality GEM iNR1329, the presented POPCORN approach was successfully used to rationally design an optimal synthetic medium with C:N ratio of 8:1 for enhancing 3.5-fold increase in cordycepin production. This study thus provides a novel insight into *C. militaris* physiology and highlights a potential GEM-driven method for synthetic media design and metabolic engineering application. The iNR1329 and the POPCORN approach are available at the GitHub repository: https://github.com/sysbiomics/Cordyceps_militaris-GEM.

© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Research Network of Computational and Structural Biotechnology. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

**1. Introduction**

Natural products from microbial communities of eukaryotic hosts play a major role in modern drug discovery [1,2]. It is often found in insect pathogenic fungi that are effective at overcoming insect immunities, for example it can secrete bioactive compounds e.g., destruxin, oosporein and cordycepin [3–6]. These compounds substantially display a broad range of biological activities against insect pests and human disease vectors, pathogenic bacteria and human disease like cancer [4–7]. Among them, cordycepin is an important bioactive compound isolated from the fungus *Cordyceps militaris*. It can be used as anticancer agent that mediates apoptotic signaling in various types of human cancers, such as ovarian [8] and lung [9]. Moreover, it was recently discovered to be a novel anti-adipogenic potential through the activation of AMP-activated protein kinase-dependent pathway which consequently induces metabolic reprogramming and browning in white adipose tissues [10]. Cordycepin has also found novel applications for both agrochemical and pharmaceutical sectors [11]. However, *C. militaris* naturally has slow growth in lepidopteran larvae. Hence, artificial cultures become more favorable solution for biotechnological production of *C. militaris* for high cordycepin yield. Previously, raw materials, such as rice, yeast extract, peptone have been used as the main components in the cultivation media of *C. militaris*, but growth is still slow and cordycepin production is low [3].

During the past decade, the complete genome of *C. militaris* has been sequenced at least three times using different sequencing technologies including Roche 454 [12] and PacBio RS II [13,14].
To date, more than 300 × coverage of the *C. militaris* genome has been obtained and assembled into the genome in size of 32.57 Mb [13]. In addition, the transcriptomic analysis of *C. militaris* in response to different carbon sources was recently studied and showed that up-regulation of the cordycepin biosynthetic associated genes were observed when *C. militaris* cultured in favorable source of carbon [15]. A more recent study also showed that the cultivation of *C. militaris* strains for growth and cordycepin production was highly dependent on preferable carbon source [16]. This finding suggests that the systems design of cultivation medium is crucial for growth and cordycepin production. To design an optimal cultivation medium, reconstructing a genome-scale model (GEM) serves as a strategic approach because it allows to define growth requirements and further probe cellular metabolism and physiology under various cultivation conditions [17,18].

In the present work, we developed the most comprehensive GEM of *C. militaris* towards optimizing cultivation conditions of *C. militaris* for fast growth and cordycepin overproduction. Initially, a GEM of *C. militaris* was reconstructed based on genome sequences and physiological data. Biomass and additional important reactions were included based on the measurement data, biochemical databases and published literature. The GEM was subsequently used for simulation and validation by experimental data. In the end, GEM was subjected for optimizing fast growth and overproduction of cordycepin using our rational design of synthetic media. This study provides a system-level approach for enhancing *C. militaris* growth towards an efficient fungal cell factory for the overproduction of cordycepin and other bioactive compounds.

## 2. Material and methods

### 2.1. GEM reconstruction

The GEM was reconstructed by using the RAVEN toolbox version 2.0 [19]. The modeling process involved template GEMs preparation, draft creation, manual curation, parameter fitting and GEM validation. Initially, previous GEMs of closely related fungal species including *Penicillium chrysogenum* Wisconsin 54-1255 ([IAL1006] [20], *Aspergillus nidulans* FGSC 4A ([HD666]) [21], *Aspergillus oryzae* RIB04 ([NVV1314]) [22] and *Neurospora crassa* ([jD2836]) [23] were used as template models. To prevent the introduction of duplicated metabolites and reactions from various template models, their different identifiers were inspected and standardized for reconstruction, according to the major databases (e.g., MetaCyc [24] and KEGG [25]). Draft model of *C. militaris* was then generated based on protein orthology between the protein encoding sequences of template model species and the protein sequences of *C. militaris*. Orthologous proteins were obtained using bi-directional sequence alignment analysis using getBlast function, with E-value of 10⁻⁰⁵, identity of 40% and alignment length of 200 amino acids as cut-offs. These orthologous proteins were mapped to the template models using getModelFromHomology function. When integrating draft model of *C. militaris*, the template model from IAL1006 was used as a basis. The other templates from NVV1314, iHD666 and jD2836 as well as an earlier genome-scale model of *C. militaris* ([IVW1170]) [26] were used to enhance metabolic coverage through mapping Enzyme Commission (EC) numbers and orthologous proteins, which determined a list of new reactions that were subsequently added using addGenesMetsRans function.

For determining biomass composition, dried mycelia of *C. militaris* grown on glucose cultivation were collected and subjected to estimate the proportions of carbohydrate, protein, lipid and other elements using proximate analysis followed by AOAC official methods of analysis and calculations. The individual compositions of each amino acid, monosaccharide, free fatty acid, sphingolipid and sterol ester were obtained from previous studies of *Cordyceps* species [27]. The weights of each nucleotide in DNA and RNA of *C. militaris* were calculated based on the reported GC content of 51.40% [12] and 55.98% [15], respectively. The addition of biomass composition reactions, specific biochemical reactions and exchange reactions for both consumption and production of substrates and metabolites based on experimental measurements, biochemical text books and literature supports were performed through manual curation. Finally, the reconstructed GEM of *C. militaris* was examined according to community standard and followed by growth simulation that was carried out by RAVEN 2.0 [19] in MATLAB (R2016b) using Gurobi optimizer (Gurobi Optimization Inc., Houston, Texas) as linear programming solver. All scripts for model reconstruction and simulation of *C. militaris*, as well as the generated model files (.mat, .xml, .xlsx, .txt, .yml), are deposited into a public repository on GitHub (https://github.com/sysbiomics/Cordyceps_militaris-GEM).

### 2.2. Parameter fitting for physiological growth simulation and GEM validation

Biomass production was then set as the objective function for maximizing growth prediction in varying different constraints with flux balance analysis (FBA). For energy parameters, ATP maintenance reaction \( \text{m}_{\text{ATP}} \) was constrained with one mmol gDW⁻¹ h⁻¹ according to earlier fungal models [20,22]. In addition to aerobic growth, the oxidative phosphorylation efficiency (P/O ratio) was set to 2.5 according to the value used by the GEM of *A. oryzae*, [IVW1314] and the GEM of *P. chrysogenum*, IAL1006. For ATP cost adjusting for *C. militaris* biomass synthesis \( \text{Y}_\text{ATP} \), thus the maximum specific growth rate \( \mu_{\text{max}} \) obtained from glucose cultivation was therefore used for \( \text{Y}_{\text{ATP}} \) optimization with FBA. After fitting growth parameters, the GEM was then applied with FBA for physiological growth characterization. Quantitative comparisons of predictive and experimental growth rates were then performed for GEM validation.

### 2.3. Growth capability analysis underlying nutritional perturbation

Due to nutritional substrates that uptake from *in silico*, *in vitro* and *in vivo* media are mainly contributed to growth behavior and cellular metabolism. Therefore, we exploited the reconstructed GEM for determining growth capability of *C. militaris* underlying nutritional perturbations by the following two different levels. Level 1 was perturbation on carbon and nitrogen availabilities, as well as level 2 was perturbation on nutrient type variation. For level 1, we perturbed the availabilities of carbon and nitrogen into three different conditions including carbon limited condition (C-limited), nitrogen limited condition (N-limited) and CN-limited by constraining the uptake rates of ammonia and glucose. For example, under C-limited condition, one mmol gDW⁻¹ h⁻¹ of ammonia was supplied for all growth simulations where glucose was limited to zero. In contrast to N-limited condition, one mmol gDW⁻¹ h⁻¹ of glucose was supplied for all growth simulations while ammonia was limited to zero. Otherwise, both glucose and ammonia were limited to zero. Following level, nutrient variation was applied by one-at-a-time perturbation on the uptake rates of 133 nutrient types. In which, each nutrient type was uptake for one mmol gDW⁻¹ h⁻¹ under C-limited and N-limited conditions. Otherwise, the uptake rates of any nutrients types were 2 mmol gDW⁻¹ h⁻¹ under CN-limited condition. Thereafter growth simulation was carried out as detailed in a MATLAB script, name final_mVaried.m. The simulation growth behavior matrix between the perturbation on carbon and nitrogen availabilities (level 1, 3 condi-
tions) against nutrient variation (level 2, 133 nutrient types) was used to explore growth capability of *C. militaris* on different nutrients. For example, if the simulation growth behaviors showed that *C. militaris* could grow in all 3 perturbation conditions (i.e. C-limited, N-limited and CN-limited conditions) when nutrient type A was uptake. Nutrient type A could then be used as a complex of carbon and/or nitrogen source which was classified into Cluster 1. While if the simulation growth behaviors showed that *C. militaris* could grow in only N-limited condition when nutrient type B was uptake. Hereby, nutrient type B could then be used as a nitrogen source which was classified into Cluster 2. In contrast, if the simulation growth behaviors showed that *C. militaris* could grow in only C-limited when nutrient type C was uptake. Thereby, nutrient type C could then be used as a carbon source which was classified into Cluster 3. Otherwise, *C. militaris* could not utilize those nutrient types as sole carbon and/or nitrogen sources thus they were classified into Cluster 4.

### 2.4. Development of POPCORN as a constraint-based modeling approach to optimize the *Proportion of CarbOn* and *nitrrogen*

Growth behavior and cordycepin production are promising as the commercial requirements for *C. militaris*. However, the optimization of biomass and cordycepin production in *C. militaris* remains complex and depends on cellular growth behaviors, proportion of carbon and nitrogen sources as well as nutritional perturbations. We therefore applied FBA to solve the optimization problem between cellular growth, cordycepin production and the proportion of carbon and nitrogen sources in term of C:N ratio by developing a constraint-based modeling approach called POPCORN. This approach was implemented as the RAVEN 2.0 plug-in that generated a series of C:N ratios ranged from low to high and plug-in for GEM simulation with FBA. With these C:N ratios series, biomass production was maximized to obtain $\mu_{\text{max}}$. After that, growth was fixed with the 0.9 of $\mu_{\text{max}}$, then the production flux of cordycepin was maximized. The default coefficient used in POPCORN was set according to the same default coefficient implemented for Flux Scanning based on Enforced Objective Flux (FSEOF) [19]. By the end, the experimentation was further carried out to validate the POPCORN simulation result.

### 2.5. Growth physiology and cordycepin production of *C. militaris* grown in synthetic media

The *C. militaris* strain used in this study was TBRC6039. The stock culture was maintained as frozen hyphal suspension in 10% (v/v) glycerol at −80°C [28]. For inoculum preparation, 0.5 mL of the stock solution was added in a 250-mL shake flask containing 75 mL of yeast extract-pepptone-dextrose medium, and the cultivation was grown at 22°C with shaking of 250 rpm for 7 days without light induction. For the cultivation, 5% (v/v) of *C. militaris* inoculum was transferred into individual sterile 250-mL jars containing 75 mL of cultivation medium enclosed with a sterile filter cap. The synthetic media used for GEM validation were composed of 0.5 g L$^{-1}$ MgSO$_4 \cdot 7$H$_2$O, 0.5 g L$^{-1}$ KH$_2$PO$_4$, 3H$_2$O, 0.5 g L$^{-1}$ KH$_2$PO$_4$, 0.1 g L$^{-1}$ CaCl$_2$, 0.1 g L$^{-1}$ FeSO$_4 \cdot 7$H$_2$O, 40 m mol L$^{-1}$ (NH$_4$)$_2$SO$_4$ and 20 g L$^{-1}$ of carbon source (i.e. glucose, fructose, arabinose, xylose or sucrose). In addition to cultivation series for POPCORN verification, the rational synthetic media were prepared in the same manner which composed of 0.5 g L$^{-1}$ MgSO$_4 \cdot 7$H$_2$O, 0.5 g L$^{-1}$ KH$_2$PO$_4$, 3H$_2$O, 0.5 g L$^{-1}$ KH$_2$PO$_4$, 0.1 g L$^{-1}$ CaCl$_2$, 0.1 g L$^{-1}$ FeSO$_4 \cdot 7$H$_2$O, and the compositions of (NH$_4$)$_2$SO$_4$ and glucose were varied according to Table S1. All cultures were performed in batch mode at 22°C under static condition without light induction. All experiments were independently conducted in three biological replicates. For dry weight (DW) determination, mycelia were harvested through a filter paper, washed at least three times with distilled water and then dried using freeze dryer at −110°C until a constant weight was obtained and calculated for the $\mu_{\text{max}}$. The cultivation broth was used to measure the concentrations of residual sugars and cordycepin by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). To determine the concentration of residual sugars by HPLC (Thermo Scientific, USA), 5 mmol L$^{-1}$ H$_2$SO$_4$ was used as the mobile phase with a flow rate of 0.6 mL min$^{-1}$ on Aminex HPX-87H column (300 mm × 7.8 mm) at 60°C using RI detector. For the concentration of cordycepin by HPLC (Agilent, USA), methanol/distilled water (15:85, v/v) was used as a mobile phase. The elution was performed at a flow rate of 1.0 mL min$^{-1}$ on HiQSi1 C18HS column (300 mm × 4.6 mm, 5 μm) at 40°C using UV detector with the wavelength of 260 nm.

### 3. Results and discussion

#### 3.1. GEM reconstruction for *C. militaris*

Aiming for simulating phenotypic growth behavior and cordycepin production, the iNR1329 extensively covers the primary metabolism for carbon catabolism, nitrogen utilization, as well as overall anabolic pathways towards metabolic precursors for *C. militaris* biomass and cordycepin productions (Figs. 1 and 2, Table 1). As a result, the iNR1329 included a total of 1329 genes and 1821 biochemical reactions that governed 1171 metabolites amongst four compartments i.e. cytosol, mitochondria, peroxisome and extracellular space (Fig. 1). The present model encompassed the central metabolic pathways, such as the glycolysis, the pentose phosphate pathway, the tricarboxylic acid cycle, as well as, the complete set of anabolic pathways involved in biosynthesis of amino acids, lipids, nucleotides, vitamins and cofactors. In addition, an electron transport chain associated with the genes encoding ubiquinone oxidoreductase (EC: 1.6.5.3), electron-transferring-flavoprotein dehydrogenase (EC: 1.5.5.1) and proton transporting two-sector ATPase (EC: 7.1.2.2) were also included into iNR1329. This finding suggests a conserved metabolism for the efficiency of ATP production by mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation of *C. militaris* in response to high-altitude environment [29,30]. A unique pathway for cordycepin biosynthesis in *C. militaris* by several genes i.e. CCM_04436, CCM_04437 and CCM_04438 encoding for cordycepin synthetase complex was also reconstructed in iNR1329. In addition, overall stoichiometries of metabolic precursors involving in biomass synthesis reaction included in iNR1329 were quantitatively estimated based on macromolecular contents of carbohydrate, protein, lipid, nucleotide and vitamin obtained from our experimentation and literature (Fig. 2A).

#### 3.2. Comparison of iNR1329 and an earlier metabolic network (iWW1170) of *C. militaris*

In a comparison between iNR1329 and an earlier metabolic network (iWW1170) of *C. militaris* [26], 363 genes were uniquely identified in iNR1329 and 966 genes were commonly identified (Tables 1 and S2). Accordingly, the iNR1329 was expanded a number of 435 unique metabolites as well as a number of 259 unique EC numbers (Tables 1, S3 and S4). Of these unique EC numbers, interestingly the cysteine and methionine metabolism (14 EC numbers), glycerophospholipid biosynthesis (9 EC numbers), folate biosynthesis (8 EC numbers), steroid biosynthesis (6 EC numbers), mannitol metabolism (6 EC numbers), sulfur metabolism (5 EC numbers), histidine metabolism (5 EC numbers), branched chain amino acids metabolism (4 EC numbers), glycine biosynthesis (4 EC numbers), galactose metabolism (3 EC numbers), and pentose phosphate pathway (3 EC numbers) were majorly identified.
In addition, the other unique EC numbers were found to be involved in the conversion of different hormones, such as serotonin, adrenaline and dopamine towards amino acids production (Table S3). The inclusion of hormone catalysis could be matched with the natural behavior of *C. militaris* which almost assimilates nitrogen and carbon sources from larva corpus that included mostly juvenile hormones (e.g. serotonin and dopamine) [31]. For the other unique reactions, such as 17 spontaneous reactions, 267 transport reactions between intracellular compartments, i.e. cytosol, mitochondria and peroxisome, as well as environment are identified as shown in Table 1.

3.3. Quantitative determination of iNR1329 for growth capability

The model capability of iNR1329 was quantitatively assessed by predicting growth rates of *C. militaris* on different carbon sources.
under aerobic condition (Table 2). It was found that the predictive growth rates agreed well with the experimental data with error rates < 5% (Table 2). Observably, C. militaris yielded the highest growth rate on sucrose with $l_{\text{max}}$ of 0.0114 ± 0.0014 h$^{-1}$ following by glucose (0.0100 ± 0.0027 h$^{-1}$) and fructose (0.0098 ± 0.0018 h$^{-1}$). Significant reductions in growth were observed on xylose and arabinose with $l_{\text{max}}$ ranged between 0.0022 and 0.0051 h$^{-1}$, respectively. These experimental results clearly demonstrated that xylose and arabinose were less favored to C. militaris growth which were in agreement with earlier studies [15,16,32]. Considering growth prediction on arabinose or xylose using model simulation, iNR1329 suggests that the pentose sugars were metabolized through pentose and glucuronate interconversions and then phosphorylated by xylulose 5-phosphotransferase (EC: 2.7.1.17) to generate xylulose 5-phosphate as a metabolic precursor towards the oxidative pentose phosphate pathway. This specific utilization pathway resulted in an increased ATP cost which may cause slow growth.

### 3.4. Cellular growth assessment under nutritional perturbation using iNR1329

Considering on nutrients for C. militaris growth, iNR1329 was further simulated under the different nutritional environments, for example, in carbon and nitrogen limited condition (CN-limited condition). We observed that iNR1329 could utilize a wide range of carbon and nitrogen containing substrates under CN-limited condition, such as chitin, glucosamine, gamma-aminobutyrate (GABA), and some amino acids as a complex source of carbon and nitrogen for thriving growth (Fig. 3, Cluster 1). Not surprisingly, chitin and its derivatives are major components of insect exoskeleton which is the direct source of nutrient for C. militaris in nature [3]. In addition, GABA could also be consumed in the model as an alternative source of carbon and nitrogen. This is consistent with the fact that rice grain is a source of GABA which supports C. militaris growth in artificial cultivation. C. militaris can utilize some other amino acids as alternative sources of carbon
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**Table 1** Comparative characteristics of genome-scale metabolic networks for C. militaris.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>INV1170*</th>
<th>iNR1329 (This study)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total genes</td>
<td>9561</td>
<td>9561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Included genes (unique/common)</td>
<td>1170 (204/966)</td>
<td>1329 (363/966)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total metabolites (unique/common)</td>
<td>894 (138/736)</td>
<td>1171 (435/736)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total biochemical reactions</td>
<td>1267</td>
<td>1821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enzymatic reactions</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>1391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC numbers (unique/common)</td>
<td>679 (11/668)</td>
<td>927 (259/668)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-enzymatic reactions</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spontaneous reactions (unique/common)</td>
<td>13 (9/4)</td>
<td>21 (17/4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport reactions (unique/common)</td>
<td>4 (–/4)</td>
<td>271 (267/4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange reactions</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-In-out</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excretion of biomass and cordycepin</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass synthesis reaction</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Network data was taken from Vongsangnak et al. [26].
and nitrogen, such as glutamate, aspartate, isoleucine, and serine (Fig. 3, Cluster 1), however iNR1329 could utilize glutamine, asparagine, glycine, urea and ammonia as single sources of nitrogen (Fig. 3, Cluster 2). Observably, iNR1329 could utilize glucose, sucrose or xylose as examples of single carbon sources (Fig. 3, Cluster 3). This is in agreement with earlier reports from Raethong et al. (2018) [15] and Wongsa et al. (2019) [16]. Notably, the iNR1329 could not utilize cellulose as sole carbon source (Fig. 3, Cluster 4) which is in agreement with an earlier experimental verification by Shang et al. (2016) [32].

3.5. In silico analysis of ammonia metabolism using iNR1329

C. militaris has evolved multiple enzymes and transporters to access diverse nutrients from insect hosts [32], however the metabolic behavior of this fungus in response to nutritional variation remains largely unknown. We thus compared metabolic flux distributions in different nutrient types via FBA using iNR1329. The results suggested that C. militaris could utilize various nutrients and redirect them through the ammonia metabolism (Fig. 4). For example, glucosamine appears to be catalyzed by chitinolytic

---

**Fig. 3.** Growth capability of C. militaris underlying nutritional perturbation. A heatmap represents the prediction growth rates governed under the perturbation on nutrient variation of 46 different nutrient types under carbon limited condition (C-limited), nitrogen limited condition (N-limited) and CN-limited condition. Table S5 shows all details for prediction growth rates governed under the perturbation on the other remaining nutrient types.

**Fig. 4.** Subnetwork of ammonia metabolism in C. militaris. Abbreviated metabolites are as follows: NH₃, ammonia; GABA, gamma-aminobutyrate; AKG, 2-oxoglutarate; OAA, oxaloacetate; KMVA, 3-methyl-2-oxopentanoic acid; GA6P, glucosamine 6-phosphate; SSLD, succinate semialdehyde; F6P, beta-fructose 6-phosphate; ADP, adenosine-5’-diphosphate; ATP, adenosine-5’-triphosphate; NAD, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide and NADH, reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide.
activities of glucosamine 6-phosphotransferase (EC: 2.7.1.1) and glucosamine 6-phosphate aminohydrolase (EC: 3.5.99.6) to supply fructose 6-phosphate and ammonia into central metabolism. Moreover, the transamination of GABA via 4-aminobutyrate-2-oxoglutarate transaminase (EC: 2.6.1.19) together with deamination by glutamate oxidoreductase (EC: 1.4.1.2) to channel 2-oxoglutarate and ammonia into the central metabolism. In addition to glutamate, deamination of serine by serine ammonia lyase (EC: 4.3.1.17) also yielded pyruvate and ammonia to feed the central metabolism. Given its pivotal role in nitrogen metabolism, ammonia appeared to be a preferred complementary nutrient with other carbon sources in relieving the metabolic burden for nitrogen source (Fig. 3, Cluster 3). This achieved result is supported by earlier reports where ammonium phosphate and ammonium sulphate were used as the best nitrogen sources for the in vitro growth of C. militaris with average DW of 167.53 mg and 163.22 mg, respectively [33]. Besides, ammonia with a suitable concentration was significantly increased the production of extracellular cordycepin up to 420 mg L⁻¹ in shake flask culture [34].

3.6. POPCORN-based rational design of synthetic media for optimizing C. militaris growth and cordycepin overproduction

Among the preferred carbon source, glucose was found for obtaining the highest extracellular cordycepin production at 0.10 90 ± 0.0124 g L⁻¹ (Table 2). Previous work reported that while glucose was used as a carbon source, the production of cordycepin could be increased by allocated the concentration of nitrogen source in the cultivation media [35]. The growth and cordycepin production were shown to be tightly correlated to the carbon/nitrogen ratio (C:N ratio) [35,36]. Thus, an appropriation of C:N ratio would be critical and straightforward application for rational design of synthetic media for optimizing C. militaris cultivation. To do this, we developed a constraint-based modeling method to determine the PrOPortion of CarbOn and nitRogeN (POPCORN) of the synthetic media for optimizing growth and cordycepin overproduction in C. militaris. This method was implemented as a MATLAB function that generates a series of C:N ratios ranged from low to high for model simulation with FBA. As plotted in Fig. 5, the simulation results showed that the \( \mu_{\text{max}} \) was gradually increased along with the increase of C:N ratio and reached the highest \( \mu_{\text{max}} \) at C:N ratio of 12.7:1. After this point, the \( \mu_{\text{max}} \) was obviously decreased suggesting that the C:N ratio of 12.7:1 is optimal for C. militaris growth. This optimal C:N ratio was remarkably closed to the optimal C:N ratio of 12:1 of a semi-synthetic medium designed for the mycelial growth of Cordyceps sinensis [37]. Furthermore, the simulation results also showed the raised of cordycepin production flux in parallel with \( \mu_{\text{max}} \) where the highest production flux and the yield of cordycepin on biomass were achieved at the C:N ratio of 8.3:1 (Fig. 5). This simulation results were validated by cultivation series of C. militaris on the 4 rational synthetic media (Table S1). As shown in Table 3, the synthetic media with the C:N ratio of 8:1 yielded the fastest growth rate at 0.0174 ± 0.0031 h⁻¹ and successfully improved from 0.1090 ± 0.0124 g L⁻¹ (Table 2) to 0.3776 ± 0.0055 g L⁻¹ (Table 3) with accounting for 3.5-fold increase in cordycepin production.

4. Conclusions

We presented iNR1329, the first GEM of C. militaris, and validated its performance with the batch cultivation experiments in different carbon sources. The in silico growth predictions of INR1329 were in good agreement with the observed experimental results. The simulated flux distributions under nutritional perturbation of iNR1329 highlighted that the utilization of ammonia as a sole nitrogen source is preferably for supporting growth capability of C. militaris. Particularly, glucose was experimentally observed as the most favorable carbon source for cordycepin production. Therefore, we developed the POPCORN approach for rational designing of synthetic media composition for optimizing growth and cordycepin production in C. militaris. Through determining the optimum proportion of glucose and ammonia, this optimized synthetic media significantly increased the growth rate of C. militaris and successfully improved cordycepin production. Our results not only demonstrated the high quality of INR1329, but also validated a novel approach of rational design of media composition for metabolic engineering purposes.
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